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Abstract
The railways of Russia and the CEE countries – generally much more freight oriented,
and much more important to their countries’ economies, than those of Western Europe – are in
the process of restructuring. In most cases the “vertical separation” reform model is being
pursued, and reformers are seeking to introduce competition among freight train operators
through the provision of “open access” to the monopoly infrastructure. This paper examines the
degree to which competition has in fact been introduced, the terms under which it is taking place,
and the characteristics of those private firms which have had some success in entering. As
always, Russia is different.

Policymakers around the world continue to debate the question of the most promising
way to restructure the old state-run monopoly freight railways.1 The instinct of many liberal
reformers has been to pursue the same model that has become something of a “default”
restructuring model in other infrastructure sectors: complete separation of the enterprises in what
is designed to be the “competitive” portion of the sector – in this case, train operation – from the
enterprise operating the infrastructure network – in this case, the track, signaling, stations,
marshaling yards, and so on. Other reformers, however – fearing serious disruptions from such a
major restructuring action, and having observed the problems suffered by some countries that
have pursued this model (especially the UK) – have argued for a less disruptive version of the
same idea: creating competition among independent train operating companies, but allowing the
infrastructure operator to continue to operate trains as well.
The former model – that of complete vertical separation – is sometimes termed the
“British model.” The latter – maintaining vertical integration but requiring the integrated
company to allow independent train operators to use the infrastructure – is usually termed “third
party access” (TPA).
As in other infrastructure sectors, the advantage of the option of complete vertical
separation is that it should remove any incentives for the infrastructure operator to discriminate
among different “upstream” competitors – in this case, for the track company to favor its own
trains over those of another company. This was the theory behind one of the earliest vertical
separation cases, U.S. v. AT&T (Brennan 1987, 1996). The most obvious disadvantage of
vertical separation is that it by definition eliminates the economies of scope enjoyed by an
enterprise controlling both track and trains. Early skeptics feared a loss of the ability to
coordinate trains owned by different enterprises – indeed this was the reason that railways
became vertically integrated almost two hundred years ago – but an equally serious problem may
be the skewing or at least confusion of investment incentives, for both train and track enterprises.
Correspondingly, the perceived advantage of the TPA model is that it maintains the
economies of vertical integration of the single enterprise that operates both trains and track,
while seeking to force the integrated enterprise to provide access to competitors and so to create
competition in the train operating portion of the sector. The corresponding disadvantage is that
the integrated company will generally have incentives to favor its own trains over those of nonintegrated companies in access prices and other terms, and a regulatory agency and/or a
competition agency may face great difficulties in seeking to prevent such favoritism, especially
in countries without strong traditions in those areas, or a strong judiciary to support such
agencies. Broadly speaking, the share of independent train operators in the total rail freight
traffic of countries that have introduced TPA regimes is not large; however, to be fair, it is not
large in countries that have introduced vertical separation, either.
Partly in reaction to problems and complications with the vertical separation and TPA
models of freight rail restructuring, reformers in some countries have tried a third approach:
maintaining vertical integration of the railway, not requiring third party access to the
1

For broader discussions, see Newbery (1999), concerning electricity, gas, and telecoms; Pittman (2003a),
concerning railways, electricity, and telecoms; and Gómex-Ibáñez and de Rus (2006) and Pittman (2007b),
concerning railways.

infrastructure (or at least not much), but rather separating the old vertically integrated monopoly
horizontally – creating independent vertically integrated railway enterprises possessing some
regional monopoly power but competing for both origin and destination traffic at common
points. Because this is the reform model chosen by policymakers in Argentina and Mexico, and
to some degree Brazil, we may term it the “Latin American model.”2
The governments of Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries and Russia have
chosen different options from among these alternatives in their efforts to restructure their freight
railways. The larger and more reformed countries of Central and Eastern Europe have chosen
the vertical separation model, separating freight train operating companies (as well as passenger
operating companies) from infrastructure companies and making the infrastructure available for
operations by other independent train operating companies. As we will discuss, this reform
strategy has to this point been surprisingly successful in two countries and much less so in
others; in fact Romania and Poland must be ranked as two of the world leaders in creating freight
rail competition out of the old vertically integrated monopoly situation. On the other hand,
though some Russian government liberals claim that the ultimate Russian freight rail
restructuring model will be the one of vertical separation as well, Russia has so far limited itself
to TPA – and a rather timid and limited version of that. It remains to be seen whether the
Russian government will settle for freight rail “competitiveness” and efficiency, or whether it
will in fact create real freight rail competition in the future – just as it remains to be seen whether
the other CEE countries will have the same success in creating competition so far enjoyed by
Romania and Poland.
Central and Eastern Europe: Vertical Separation, with Mixed Results
The CEE countries depend on their freight railways far more than Western European
countries do, in part because their economies are more centered on lower value, bulk
commodities like coal than are their wealthier western neighbors. The significant declines in rail
freight traffic in these countries (Figure 1) – more abrupt in some countries than in others,
generally leveling off after 1998 – have not changed this fact. The principal early reformers
among CEE countries – Hungary, Poland, the Czech and Slovak Republics, and now Bulgaria
and Romania – have adopted economic restructuring plans designed to convince Brussels of the
seriousness of their liberal reform strategies and hence their suitability as EU candidate
countries. Thus in each of these countries the old vertically integrated, state owned, monopoly
railway has been separated into independent (though still, at this point, state owned) companies,
including the infrastructure company, the freight train operator, and the passenger train operator.

2

This model is discussed in more detail in Pittman (2004a) and Kogan (2006).
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Figure 1. Indexed Freight Transport 1990-2005 (Ton-Km)
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In addition, most of the governments have set up regulatory bodies, with varying degrees
of formal independence from the government. Typically the competition authorities have
maintained jurisdiction over competition issues in this sector, and several of these authorities
have had investigations into alleged abuses of a dominant position by the infrastructure operator
and/or incumbent freight train operator.
The results have been mixed (Table 1, based on very unofficial estimates). In Romania,
the share of private train operating companies is in the range of 20-25 percent on a ton-kilometer
basis, and in Poland their share is over 15 percent. On the other hand, in the Czech and Slovak
Republics there are a few private train operating companies that have captured very small market
shares, while in Bulgaria and Hungary (and Russia, but we return to Russia below) the share of
such companies is negligible. This raises two (at least) interesting questions. First, why has
entry been so much more successful in Romania and Poland than in the rest of the CEE
countries? And second, what kinds of companies have entered – and thus, what kind of
companies might we expect to enter elsewhere?

3

Table 1. Estimated Share of Private Train Operating Companies in Total Rail Freight
Country

Percentage of Total Ton-Km

Bulgaria

0

Hungary

0

Russia

Near 0

Slovak
Republic
Czech Republic

Less than 5%

Poland

15%

Romania

25%

Less than 5%

Source: Authors' estimates from newspaper and trade press reports.

Poland is in one sense an obvious entry on the list; since the fall of the Berlin Wall, it has
been a leader in economic reforms in the CEE countries, including in the area of micro-level
restructuring and the creation of competition. 3 But this raises the obvious question as to why the
other leading reformers, Hungary and the Czech and Slovak Republics, have made so little
progress. Similarly, as shown in Figure 1, Poland has seen a smaller drop in freight railway
traffic than its neighbors, but Hungary has recovered to almost the same relative level. One
factor slowing reform in the Czech Republic may have been the change from a center-right to a
center-left government at a crucial point in 1998, but the results from the center-right
government in the Slovak Republic are not appreciably different.
One partial answer may have to do with the well established economies of system size
and density in railways: as shown in Table 2, Poland’s level of freight ton-km dwarfs those of
the other CEE countries, and its freight ton-km per track-km dwarfs all others except the Slovak
Republic. Furthermore, and also shown in Table 2, the land areas of Poland and Romania
(average 276 thousand square km) are considerably larger than those of Hungary and the Czech
and Slovak Republics (average land area 73 thousand square km). This in turn suggests that
progress in creating competition in the three smaller countries may increase considerably if and
as barriers to international freight railway operations are dismantled.

3

See, for example, Fingleton, et al. (1996).
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Table 2. Freight Rail Density

Country

Ton-km
(millions,
2003)

Line-km
(thousands,
2002)

Land Area
Ton-km/Line-km (thousand sqkm)

Slovak Republic

10,117

3,507

2,885

49

Czech Republic

17,069

9,477

1,801

77

Hungary

8,108

7,267

1,116

93

Bulgaria

5,274

4,073

1,295

111

Romania

10,918

10,882

1,003

238

Poland

47,394

19,618

2,416

313

Source: ECMT (2005)

Romania is the more surprising entry as a successful – indeed one of the world’s most
successful – creator of freight competition “above the rail”. Certainly its greater challenge
relative to the Visegrád countries in satisfying the criteria for entry into the European Union has
been a general spur to greater reforms; a second effect of this, and perhaps an additional spur to
rail reform, has been the emergence of a significantly strengthened Romanian Competition
Council in recent years. But at least some of Romania’s success in creating freight rail
competition may be a matter for less pride than it first appears; it may relate more to the
weakness of the incumbent freight carrier, CFR Marfa, than to any strong reform policies on the
part of the government or regulators.4 We suggest a parallel here with the relatively successful
experience of creating competition in cellular telephony in Romania: the incumbent fixed wire
company was simply very slow to expand into cellular service (Pittman, 2003b).
Second, who have been the successful entrants into private freight train operations in
Romania and Poland? One might expect at least three groups of likely candidates (with a fourth
to follow):
•
•
•

Large shippers, integrating vertically into transport for hauling inputs and/or
outputs;
Freight forwarders, seeing opportunities in vertical integration;
Old socialist railways serving individual plants, factory complexes, or regions;

4

See, for example, the four-part series by Ray Chambers on “Commercial Restructuring of the Romanian Railways”
in the Romanian railway magazine Club Feroviar, April-September 2006.
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•

International train operators.

Each of the first three categories is well represented.5 Probably the three largest of the
shippers integrating into transport are Rompetrol Logistics, which hauls oil outputs but also
refinery inputs, mostly to and from ports, Mittal Steel, which hauls both its own steel output and
a large percentage of its inputs to and from its Romanian steel-making complex, and Lotos
Kolej, set up by Refineria Gdanska to haul its own oil but now serving other shippers as well.
Poland also has a number of smaller train operating companies that originated from vertical
integration by shippers: Pol-Miedz Trans, a subsidiary of coal miner KGHM Polska Miedz;
Orlen KolTrans, a subsidiary of Orlen, Poland’s largest producer of diesel fuel; Transoda, a
subsidiary of soda producer Soda Matwy; and EuroNafT, spun off in 2003 but originally a
subsidiary of the oil refinery at Trzebinia.
However, as a group those companies that are probably the largest independent freight
rail carriers are unaffiliated with shippers. Some were originally freight forwarders, sometimes
organized by former CFR (Romania) and PKP (Poland) employees seeing profit opportunities in
the competitive freight train sector. Among the most successful are Grup Feroviar Român
(GFR), Romania’s largest independent freight carrier, a company also integrated into rolling
stock construction and repair; Unifertrans, a very early Romanian entrant, which focuses on
petroleum products and inputs into cement production; and CTL Logistics, probably Poland’s
largest independent freight operator, which was founded as a freight forwarder in the mid-1990s
and in early 2003 became Poland’s first international freight operator.
Finally, in Poland especially, a number of the independent freight train operating
companies grew out of regional or specialized rail providers from socialist times. Among these
are PTKiGK Rybnik and PTKiGK Zabrze, among the largest of the Polish independent carriers,
which began life as a coal railway, and PCC Szczakowa and Kopalnia Piasku Kotlarnia,
originally two of northern Poland’s sand railways. In addition, CTL Logistics has a subsidiary,
CTL Maczki-Bór, that was also originally a sand railway near Katowice.
We noted earlier that one general problem with the vertical separation model of
restructuring, in rail and elsewhere, has been in the creation of incentives for investment, at both
the train and infrastructure levels. Access pricing is a critical component of this problem, and is
likely to become even more important in the future, as international freight trains, both for transit
and for cabotage, gain access to the market. As one of us has noted elsewhere (Pittman, 2004b,
2005), the setting of fees for access to an infrastructure as massive as a national railway grid
forces a choice among three less than palatable options:
•

marginal cost pricing, which achieves short run efficiency but then requires
government subsidization (with its inherent deadweight losses, especially in
countries like Bulgaria and Romania with still developing systems of public
finance) for longer term investments;

5

For detailed discussions, see Serban Lacriteanu and Chris Bailey, “The Privatisation of Romanian Railways,”
Today’s Railways 115 (July 2005), 18-27, and Mike Bent, “Polish private companies exploit niche markets,”
Today’s Railways 120 (December 2005), 20-28.
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•

•

average cost pricing (traditionally termed in regulated sectors “fully allocated
cost” pricing), which in principle may eliminate the need for government
subsidies, but at the expense of the inefficient denial of service to some potential
users and the necessity of arbitrary allocation decisions for fixed costs (with the
resultant potential for rent-seeking behavior – again a special problem in
developing countries); or
discriminatory pricing schemes, generally some form of Ramsey pricing or multipart tariffs, that seek to achieve the most efficient usage of the infrastructure
consistent with the elimination of subsidies, but which tend to favor larger haulers
over smaller – and hence to run into the disfavor of competition authorities – as
well as encouraging unproductive investments by shippers to signal a higher price
elasticity of demand.

The EU rail directives favor marginal cost pricing – more specifically, “social” marginal
cost pricing, so long as second-best problems regarding competing transport modes are
addressed – but allow mark-ups above marginal cost where full government coverage of fixed
costs is deemed undesirable (or unreliable) for whatever reason (Nash 2006). As well
demonstrated in recent reports by BTRE (2003) and ECMT (2006), there are serious conceptual,
methodological, and measurement problems inherent in attempts to implement marginal cost
pricing. Broadly speaking, estimates of the share of private marginal costs in total infrastructure
costs have generally been in the range of 10 to 25 percent. Thus it is fairly clear, as shown in
Figure 2, that at this point CEE governments and regulators have chosen access prices that
exceed marginal cost.
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This is probably what one would expect, given the revenue needs of CEE governments,
and perhaps even favor, given the opportunity costs of those revenues and the deadweight losses
imposed in raising them. Access charges that are “high” have the disadvantage of discouraging
entry by non-integrated train operating companies at the same time that they have the advantage
of giving incentives to infrastructure operators to welcome such entry, ceteris paribus. In any
case, the ECMT argues that more important than the level of access charges in individual
countries will be the consistency and transparency of access charges across countries, as the
region’s railways seek to encourage transit traffic.
Russia: An Uncompromising Monopoly Railway
If CEE freight railways restructuring has been to some degree a pleasant surprise so far,
the Russian restructuring experience has been less so, especially from a competition perspective.6
The original Russian government restructuring proposal for the Ministry of Railways
(MPS) called for a three-stage process.7 The first stage was the separation of the railway
operations into a new joint-stock company, RZD, while the government maintained its policy
and regulatory functions (mostly folded into the Ministry of Transport). This stage was
6

For a detailed description and discussion, see ECMT (2004).
Ministry of Railway Transport, “About the Reform of the Railway System”, “Analytic Material 17.02.2002” and
“Analytic Material 27.06.2002.”
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completed quickly and successfully. The second stage called for the spin-off of non-core
activities and the elimination of the cross-subsidization of passenger operations. Steps have been
taken in both directions, but the second stage remains incomplete; in particular, the central
government and local and regional governments have not yet been able to agree on which will
take over whatever subsidies to passenger operations remain. The third stage called for the
creation of competition. And precisely here is where matters get complicated.
Reflecting a long-standing shortage of investment funds that translated into antiquated
and depreciated rolling stock, the restructuring program early on allowed shippers to use their
own rolling stock (purchased or leased) when shipping their products on RZD trains. Private
rolling stock quickly gained a significant share of traffic for certain commodities (such as oil). 8
In addition, the new law provided for the creation of what are called freight “operators” –
something like freight forwarders, companies that solicit shippers and arrange for haulage by
RZD (and may supply rolling stock), but do not operate their own trains. The new “operators”
have likewise succeeded in taking a good deal of direct business from RZD – though, to be clear,
the freight hauls that they sell are on RZD trains.
RZD points to both of these trends as “competition”. This seems a bit ironic – and a bit
exaggerated – given that shippers who use their own rolling stock and shippers who purchase
their transportation through “operators” both continue to pay an average of 85 percent of the
regulated tariffs for freight hauls to RZD: an average of 55 percent of the final tariff as an access
charge – almost certainly the highest percentage access charge in the world – and an additional
average of 30 percent for locomotive services. In addition, it is also worth noting that RZD has
already been found more than once to have abused its dominant position by discriminating
against privately owned rolling stock on the infrastructure. 9
The original three-stage reform plan, and its implementing legislation, called for two
steps for the creation of competition in the Russian freight railways sector – one immediate, the
other for longer term consideration.
The first was the implementation of TPA by licensing a group of independent freight
railway companies, called “carriers”, that, unlike “operators”, would organize and run their own
trains on the RZD infrastructure. The second was that, once TPA was achieved, consideration
would be given to introducing what we called above the “Latin American” model of freight rail
competition in European (west of the Urals) Russia: the possible horizontal division of RZD into
a group of independent vertically integrated railways, competing with each other over parallel
routes (for example, from the western point of the Trans-Siberian Railway at Oms k west to
Moscow) and to and from commonly served points (for example, competing railways radiating
out from Moscow).10

8

“In 2005 … about a third of the aggregate freight volume is carried by private rail fleet.” Tatyana Tokareva,
“Business or Supporting Instrument,” RZD-Partner International 1(5) (March-May 2006), 9-12.
9
See, e.g., “Telegrams that Shocked Railway Network,” RZD-Partner, March 1, 2006; Anastasiya Lebedev, “RZD
Criticized for Halting Foreign-Owned Freight Cars,” Moscow Times, March 3, 2006.
10
See examples in ECMT (2004) and Cheviakhova, et al. (2006). As shown in Pittman (2006), the Russian railways
sector in the last decades of the Tsarist period was structured generally along these lines.
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It is not clear that this latter plan has ever been taken seriously within RZD, and we know
of no evidence that it is under active consideration within the company or the Russian
government. The former plan, however, was something that was taken for granted by shippers as
an early outcome of the third stage of the restructuring plan, and its almost complete failure – at
least to this point – has been both a disappointment and a surprise.
In retrospect, two provisions of the principal railways restructuring legislation have
probably been those most responsible for the failure of TPA up to this point. The first was that
the restructuring legislation did not create the formal, legal mechanism for aspiring independent
freight train operating companies – “carriers” – to acquire legal permits for use of the
infrastructure; that would have to be provided by subsequent legislation. To no one’s surprise,
RZD exhibited no urgency in seeking this follow-on legislation, and without a strong backer, the
proposed legislation languished in the Duma for many months. It is only recently that, according
to our interviews, enabling legislation has been enacted, and a small group of “carriers” actually
have permits for use of the infrastructure.
The second provision is likely to be nearly as stifling to independent entry unless and
until it is similarly corrected by subsequent legislation: unlike any other rail restructuring
legislation of which we are aware, the Russian legislation requires any new “carrier” to act as
what is called in the U.S. a “common carrier” – that is, to accept any cargo for haulage at any
geographic location on the infrastructure network. 11 The first, semi-legal independent carriers on
the Russian infrastructure 12 have been oil companies shipping on their own account, probably
allowed by RZD to operate without challenge because of the shortage of oil tank cars at the time.
In the future, the requirement that a new carrier be willing to offer service at any point in Russia
– if enforced – is likely to act as a significant barrier to entry. And, as with the licensing
problem, RZD has made little apparent effort to have the legislation amended.
With the announced goal of TPA at more or less of a standstill, there has been a set of
new developments in the past year that have alarmed potential entrants and reformers. RZD’s
only obvious competitive vulnerability has been the fact that its tariffs have been tightly
regulated, so that either freight haulers using other modes or “operators” (and eventually
“carriers”) had a small competitive advantage because of their tariff flexibility. 13 According to
the rail restructuring legislation, particular RZD tariffs could be freed from regulation only when
and if RZD demonstrated to the Tariff Service that the affected shippers enjoyed competition for
the transport of their cargoes. Over the past year, however, RZD has announced the creation of
four “daughter companies” – controlled by RZD but formally independent of it – that it claims
may legally enjoy deregulation of tariffs – and, somewhat alarmingly, it appears that regulators
agree. These four are the following:
•

Transcontainer, an “intermodal” (container) carrier;

11

See, for example, Andrey Guryev, “Market Awaits New Big Subject,” RZD-Partner International 1:5 (MarchMay 2006), 51-52.
12
“Semi-legal” because, though they were allowed to operate by the government and RZD, they lacked formal
permits to use the infrastructure.
13
The flexibility of operators and carriers was relatively “small” because of the high access charges and locomotive
charges described earlier.
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•
•
•

Refservice, providing refrigerated rolling stock;
Russkaya Troika, an RZD joint venture with the Far Eastern Shipping Company
to encourage traffic on the Trans-Siberian Railway; and
The “New Cargo Company” – formal name apparently not yet chosen – that will
focus on coal and other bulk cargoes.

Recent trade press articles have carried RZD announcements of the creation of two additional
such companies: one for carrying timber and lumber, the other for carrying autos. 14 If the law
indeed permits RZD to create partially owned subsidiaries that are free from tariff regulation, it
is difficult to see what incentives are left for RZD to cooperate with reformers, the Tariff
Service, and the Antimonopoly Service to remove the high barriers for entry by new carriers.
This does raise the question of the future of freight rail competition in Russia, and this in
turn raises the question of whether there is even a single, coherent government plan for the
introduction of competition. The third stage of the government’s reform plan called for TPA and
set as a goal the independent ownership of a significant percentage of the rolling stock and
locomotives on the system. It was, however, silent on what would happen next. Reformers in
the government – led by Minister of Economic Development and Trade German Gref, Minister
of Transport Igor Levitan, and Director of the Federal Antimonopoly Service Igor Artemiev –
have argued forcefully that the ultimate goal is full vertical separation – the gradual “withering
away”, if one may use such a term, of RZD train operations until the company is simply an
infrastructure enterprise serving a number of independent “carriers”. This would parallel the
plan for vertical separation of the Russian electricity sector, which includes the sale of most nonnuclear and non-hydro generation to the private sector, and the creation of a National Grid
Company that will operate the long distance, high voltage transmission network (IEA 2005;
Pittman 2007a).
However, RZD officials, including former president Gennady Fadeyev and current
president Vladimir Yakunin, have just as forcefully stated that complete separation would be not
only unnecessary for the creation of competition but in fact potentially ruinous. As president
Yakunin has stated:
“Don’t cherish these illusions – we’ll never have such conditions. But if we separate
them anyway and ruin the company, quite a few in the West will applaud us.” 15
This in turn places in a new context the statements of former RZD vice president Anna Belova,
at one time the top company officer in charge of the reforms, that “competition” was never the
real goal anyway – that lower costs, increased efficiency, and “competitiveness” on an
international scale were always the real goal of the reforms.

14

“OAO RZD Plans to Get 75% of OOO Transles,” RZD-Partner, October 13, 2006; “OAO RZD and ‘TransGroup’
to Carry Cars,” RZD-Partner, October 16, 2006.
15
“OAO RZD Voices New Objectives,” RZD-Partner International 1(3) (September-November 2005).
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Discussion
Are there any lessons to be learned from the experience of the CEE countries and Russia
up to this point? Are there any compelling conjectures as to why the two experiences have been
so different?
The first lesson must be the importance of the “carrot” of EU membership as an incentive
for liberal economic reforms in the CEE countries. All of the CEE countries under examination
here have reformed their railways structures along lines “more Catholic than the Pope”: full
vertical separation rather than simply TPA. And it is perhaps no accident that Romania has
moved further in opening up its freight railway sector to competition than virtually any other
country in western or eastern Europe: as a country whose chances of EU membership were until
recently considered uncertain, it needed to demonstrate fealty to the liberal model of economic
reform in this area as in others. Russia, of course, is not an EU candidate country and so faces
no such policy pressures.
A second lesson seems to be that new market entrants are likely to seize whatever
opportunities they are given – and thus that the reluctance of incumbents to face new competition
is quite understandable (which is not the same as saying it should be indulged). CFR-Marfa
seems to be losing market share fairly rapidly, to the point that outside observers wonder about
its future viability. RZD quickly lost control of both rolling stock allocation and freight
forwarding when these activities were opened up to shippers and other private firms; the
company may be quite correct in fearing something similar if a large group of independent
“carriers” presented themselves to shippers.
A third lesson – less appealing, perhaps, to the economist than to the historian – may be
that Russia will always be Russia. Owen (1991) has argued compellingly that throughout the
19th century, Russian policymakers observed and envied the superior industrialization and
economic growth of Britain, France, and other countries liberalizing their economies; however,
as czarist bureaucrats sought to emulate these successes, they were unable to release the levers of
central control that provided them with their raison d’être – and hence were unable to release the
energies of unbridled capitalism. Similarly, Dobb (1948) described the attempts of Lenin to
create better incentives for private trading through the New Economic Policy after the harsh
command-and-control regime of “war communism”; however, in the late 1920s Lenin and then
Stalin feared that this bit of laissez-faire might lead to a return to capitalism, and they abandoned
the NEP in favor of the creation of heavy industry through detailed five-year plans. Perhaps the
restructuring of the Russian railways will turn out to be another instance of this phenomenon: a
cautious opening to private investment, but an unwillingness to truly give up central control, to
abandon the country’s fate to the uncertain workings of a free market.
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